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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Masks. Lockdowns. Quarantine. Fear. They’re words that have become household terms since

2020. And while it’s normal, even healthy, to fear a pandemic, the fearmongering that’s occurred

has facilitated manipulation of the public and is putting freedom and civil liberties at risk.

Author Laura Dodsworth, who wrote “A State of Fear,” which details how the U.K. government

weaponized fear during the COVID-19 pandemic, explained:

“In one of the most extraordinary documents ever revealed to the British public, the

behavioral scientists advising the government said that a substantial number of people

did not feel threatened enough by Covid-19 to follow the rules. They advised the

government to increase our sense of ‘personal threat,’ to scare us into submission.”

She describes the current state of affairs as a “political war on breathing,”  such that if you have

COVID-19, you become the “enemy,” your breath becoming your weapon. As fear increases, so

too does the desire for control, even when it concerns something as life-giving as breathing.

“Breath,” Dodsworth wrote, “has fallen from sacred to sinful.”

COVID Health Responses Are Moralized

The unprecedented restrictions implemented by governments around the globe during the

pandemic have come with profound economic, social, physical and psychological health costs to

society.

A U.K. study published in the journal Psychiatry Research, for example, found a signi\cant rise in

depression symptoms and a signi\cant decline in wellbeing at lockdown, while over one-third of

the university students were clinically depressed, up from 15% at baseline.  Drug overdoses also

skyrocketed.

From December 2019 to December 2020, there were 93,331 estimated overdose deaths in the

U.S., which represents a 29.4% increase in 12 months.  Certain states had an even higher year-

over-year increase, including Kentucky, with overdose deaths increasing 53.7%, and West

Virginia, with a 49.3% increase.

Such deaths, however, are justi\ed by the COVID narrative as necessary to prevent COVID-19

deaths, justi\cation that’s supported by the moralization of COVID-19 health responses. As

explained by a study in the Journal of Experimental Social Psychology:

“This moralization of health-based efforts may generate asymmetries in judgement,

whereby harmful by-products of those efforts (i.e., instrumental harm) are perceived as

more acceptable than harm resulting from non-C19 efforts, such as prioritizing the

economy or non-C19 issues.”

In one of their experiments, public shaming, deaths and illnesses, and police abuse of power

were considered to be more acceptable if related to efforts to minimize COVID-19 than when

resulting from non-COVID-19 measures, such as reducing tradc deaths.

In another experiment, subjects rated research quality less favorably when “questioning

continuing a C19 elimination strategy in NZ [New Zealand] than one questioning abandoning an

elimination strategy,” which suggests that questioning efforts to eliminate COVID-19 is morally

condemned.  The moralization of COVID-19 mitigation measures has become so entrenched in

society that the researchers believe they’ve reached the level of a sacred value. According to

Dodsworth:

“Morality has been generally topsy-turvy in a time driven by fear. We have no tolerance for

Covid deaths but seemingly little interest in deaths from other causes.

We were told we must protect the elderly, yet they were transferred from hospitals to care

homes and … we discover that 50,000 dementia cases have been missed. The

government showed a worrying enthusiasm for the furtive use of shaming, bullying and

fear-mongering to make the nation comply with lockdown rules.

Culturally and economically, lockdown was easier for the middle classes and elite, rather

than the working classes and front line workers who serviced them. Feminists tie

themselves in knots explaining why ‘my body, my choice’ does not extend to vaccine

mandates. Schools closed. People died alone at home. Focusing on one virus was never

a simple moral equation.”

Ushering in Biopolitics

The pandemic has ushered in an era of biopolitics, a term \rst used by French philosopher Michel

Foucault. As biopolitical governing increases, political control extends to the biological

processes that control life itself. Biopower becomes the sovereign power and processes that

govern human life are controlled under authoritarian rule.

“Giorgio Agamben, the Italian philosopher, has written about the reduction of life to biopolitics,”

Dodsworth wrote. “To simply reduce the theory, he says that the man who is 'accursed' (in this

case infected or even potentially infected) can be set apart from normal society, and must live a

'bare life' — life reduced to the barest form. In the 'state of exception' normal laws and morals are

forgotten.”

The Use of Martial Language

Such transitions to a police state have been largely welcomed because of purposeful use of

martial language suggesting we’re “at war” with SARS-CoV-2. Boris Johnson even compared

GAVI (formerly the Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunizations), funded by the Bill & Melinda

Gates Foundation to NATO in 2020 and, in so doing, revealed a “seismic paradigm shift in how we

perceive our 'enemies.'”

Now, each of us is a potential enemy, depending on whether or not our actions are deemed

acceptable on the scale of COVID morality. In June 2021, the U.S. National Security Council also

released a new “National Strategy for Countering Domestic Terrorism.”  While it’s being largely

framed as a tool to \ght white supremacy and political extremism, the de\nition of what

constitutes a “domestic terrorist” is incredibly vague and based on ideologies.

Investigative journalist Glenn Greenwald stated that the end goal of the newly emerging war on

domestic terrorism is to "essentially criminalize any oppositional ideology to the ruling class,"

adding, "There is literally nothing that could be more dangerous, and it's not fear-mongering or

alarmism to say it.”  As Dodsworth put it, a “war” against anything, be it a virus or different

ideologies, is a tool that ushers in increased authoritarian control:

“Martial language has been used throughout the epidemic. We are 'at war' with a virus …

Fighting talk conveys strength and offers hope of winning when we feel out of control.

But war also requires populations to make sacriTces and obey the chain of command. It

reminds us we are not just at risk, we are the risk. We are the enemy.

… As war and terror justify a security state, the virus justiTes a biosecurity state. Borders

are redrawn from the geopolitical to biopolitical and policed by the state. The legal

detention of healthy people, the punishment of rule-breakers and the mandating of

vaccine passports are permitted by emergency laws but also enabled by a narrative of

dehumanization.

People who break the rules are 'dangerous' (they might be infectious), 'stupid' and

'socially irresponsible'. The unsafe, unclean and dangerous might breach the air of the

virtuous vaccinated. These attitudes originally arise from the natural fear of an epidemic,

but they are upheld by the continuing manipulation of fears.”

Inconsistencies Cannot Be Questioned

Throughout the pandemic, health odcials have pip-popped on their guidance regarding masks,

social distancing, asymptomatic spread and lockdowns. The initial lockdowns were intended to

patten the COVID-19 curve, but even after that happened, lockdowns continued, sometimes two

and three times.

With each lockdown, society grew more distant, more accepting of isolation and, often, more

fearful. Questions arose regarding the effectiveness of oppressive measures like these to curb

infections, but those who spoke out were silenced.

The censorship is perhaps most profound among those asking for more information about

COVID-19 vaccines and the risks of a mass vaccination campaign with an experimental product.

The vaccines were supposed to stop the spread of COVID-19, but fully vaccinated people can still

transmit the virus.

Even the World Health Organization advises people who are vaccinated to continue wearing

masks due to the Delta variant because “vaccine alone won’t stop community transmission.”

The inconsistencies are deafening. As Dodsworth put it:

“We are simultaneously told that if you have the vaccine you can still be infected with and

spread Covid, but if you don’t take it you are putting others at risk. The argument should

fold under the weight of its own incoherence, but instead vaccine passports are being

mandated in multiple countries with eerie synchronicity. It’s not conspiracism or paranoia

to be alarmed by such developments.”

Dr. Robert Malone, the inventor of the mRNA and DNA vaccine core platform technology,  has

also spoken out about the risks of COVID-19 gene therapy vaccines. Speaking with Aga Wilson

with Newsvoice,  Malone listed several adverse events that are already raising red pags. Another

important point: censorship prevents full comprehension of these risks.

Cardiotoxicity Coagulation problems

Female reproductive health concerns Miscarriage in the \rst and second trimesters

(this has not yet been con\rmed),

Thrombocytopenia (dropping blood platelets)

Brain and nervous system disorders Guillain-Barré syndrome (GBS)

It’s also a myth that the only way to reach herd immunity is through universal vaccination. As

Malone said, “Herd immunity is most often reached through natural infection … Vaccines will not

get us to herd immunity.”

Divisiveness Brewing Between Vaxxed and Unvaxxed

At the start of the pandemic, there was talk of communities coming together and staying strong

in a united front to beat the virus. Now, we’re seeing the rapid emergence of two sets of people —

those who are vaccinated against COVID-19 and those who are not.

With the roll out of vaccine passports, unvaccinated people are being increasingly excluded from

certain concert venues  and travel, including being prohibited from entering certain pools,

restaurants, parties and bars on cruise ships.

New York City launched the Excelsior Pass,  which documents your vaccine status and, as of

August 16, 2021, proof of vaccination will be required to enter restaurants, gyms and theaters.

Throughout the world, unvaccinated people are facing loss of privileges while being morally

shamed and labeled sel\sh. Dodsworth wrote:

“In Israel, the language used to describe the unvaccinated is depressingly divisive. ‘Those

who refuse vaccines are endangering their health, those around them and the freedom of

every Israeli citizen,' said prime minister Naftali Bennett.

'Those who refuse vaccines hurt us all because if all of us were vaccinated we would all

be able to maintain daily life.' The unvaccinated are to be barred from much of public life,

from cinemas to synagogues, unless they get tested.”

In a nod to the inconsistencies that have plagued the pandemic, no mention is made of people

who have natural immunity from prior COVID-19 infection  and choose not to get vaccinated for

that reason. Meanwhile, “while crisis can catalyze exciting and positive change,” Dodsworth

noted, “a new moral code should not be forged in fear.”  Now is the time to step back and see

through the fog before feeding into the fear and labeling friends and neighbors “enemies.”

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best seller. With hundreds of

thousands of copies sold, it has a nearly perfect 5-star rating so grab your copy of the #1 best-

selling book on Amazon today before Biden bans it.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

2,073 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Biopolitics has entered the scene with the domination of minds and the application of fascist measures. The ongoing bipolitical

dynamic has to do with the double process of medicalization of politics and politicization of medicine. Biopower becomes biopolitics,

with measures through which the state maintains control over the physical bodies of the population, such as vaccination passports and

the monitoring and criminalization of the unvaccinated. The most disturbing factor constituting the intertwining of politics and

biological life is the shift from ordinary democratic procedures towards emergency provisions to standardize political procedures from

democratic states to those of authoritarian states where freedoms are repressed.

We do not need vaccination passports, natural immunity is the way that biology would be the source of privileges, not the person as an

object of regulation. This new subjugating power of human biology is what Foucault called biopower more than four decades ago.

Foucault argues that the main enemy of contemporary societies is no longer another race or cultural entity, but any deviation that

threatens the dominant explanation of human biology. The Covid-19 crisis has exposed biopolitical regimes, demonstrating the levels

of intrusion to which states are willing to be subjected with the control of state power structures, "health" agencies, alliances for

vaccines, masks, etc ,. that they take away our power to breathe and live with dignity, that they take away from us the domain of human

biology and its personal entity.

Humanity cannot allow the biopolitical power that is based on manipulation, new biological techniques, transgenic vaccines, control,

erc., In short, the loss of biological entity and freedoms, to become the new normal. materialize in a totalitarian state marked by Davos

with the Great Reset.
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A sample of the loss of freedom is found in what happened to Glenn Greenwald quoted by Dr. Mercola ("essentially criminalize

any oppositional ideology to the ruling class," adding, ". Who was forced to abandon The Intercept, a media outlet communication

that he initially co-founded to defend freedom of expression, because they censored his critical work with former Vice President

Joe Biden. “The \nal, precipitating cause is that The Intercept’s editors, in violation of my contractual right of editorial freedom,

censored an article I wrote this week, refusing to publish it unless I remove all sections critical of Democratic presidential

candidate Joe Biden, the candidate vehemently supported by all New-York-based Intercept editors involved in this effort at

suppression,” he said.

“The censored article, based on recently revealed emails and witness testimony, raised critical questions about Biden’s conduct.

Not content to simply prevent publication of this article at the media outlet I co-founded, these Intercept editors also demanded

that I refrain from exercising a separate contractual right to publish this article with any other publication,” Greenwald added. “So

the CIA and the deep state operative became heroes of the liberal left, the people who support the democratic party. They are

now in a full union with the neocons and the Bush Cheney operatives, the CIA, silicon valley and Wall Street,” Greenwald said to

Carlson on Thursday. greenwald.substack.com/.../my-resignation-from-the-intercept  ~ https://youtu.be/oSB_fQHbSiA  ~

twitter.com/.../1322003267182682113
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Dr Robert Malone can be heard today at 2:52 pm

EDT.www.lifesitenews.com/news/exclusive-covid-vaccine-injured-whistleblowe..
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Thank you, ICONOCLAST. Also in the link: Dr. Peter McCullough, Dr. Robert Malone, Dr. Paul Alexander, and Dr. Jane Orient, with

Dr. Elizabeth Lee Vliet, will spearhead a panel of health care professionals and patients sharing the raw truth about

vaccine-injured, critical ill patients in hospitals. www.lifesitenews.com/conference-stop-the-shot/stop-the-shot-part-3/
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Medical tyranny is gaining ground. My appointment this week with a neurologist in the Chicagoland area was cancelled yesterday, just

two days before my scheduled EMG, because I am unvaccinated and refused to get a covid test. After having to wait 3 months to be

seen, the odce suddenly has a new policy. All patients must now be fully vaxxed or show a negative covid test. Why? The doctor told

me that she had recently been exposed to covid by a VACCINATED patient at the hospital and had been through quite an ordeal of

having to quarantine for two weeks and take 4 covid tests. This highly intelligent, educated woman could not grasp my logic or common

sense as I explained that she and her fully vaccinated staff could still spread covid to each other, or that patients, vaxxed or unvaxxed,

could expose her or she them, even with a negative covid test.

Vaxxed patients could have a negative covid test, a negative covid test, normal temp, and asymptomatic, and still be infected with

covid. Their policy does my require unvaxxed patients to present a negative covid test to be seen by her. When I again pointed out the

absurdity of that, her response was that they should probably start making them get a negative test as well. If anyone should be overly

worried, it should be me, having to be in close contact with her and her shedding staff. Now I must try to \nd another neurologist and

one that doesn’t require covid nonsense measures, which will be very challenging, because our idiot Governor is laying the fear porn on

heavy and leading us into another major lockdown in Illinois. Meanwhile my medical condition continues to worsen and I have no idea

why. My husband and I have now accelerated the timeline of moving out of this Nazi state. We will be talking to realtors today in a state

that is protecting the rights of their citizens,  and scheduling a trip to go see houses. Perhaps I will see a neurologist there.
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You would be welcome in Texas
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Hello AnnieRoseBlueberry. Moving can take some time. You can try acupuncture and add wild blueberries (frozen is ok) to your

diet until you can see a neurologist that still can exercise their critical thinking skills. It certainly can't hurt. I have MS and have

forgone the recommended drug therapies. The above two changes, praying,  and \nding peace (even now) has made a huge

impact. Best wishes to you.
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It will get worse! Anyone who is not making preparations/planning for their own future, right now (we need to take care of

ourselves - not the rest of the world), has already lost. There will come a point when there will literally be no place to run and no

place to hide. Also; if people don't stock up on non-perishable food, to last at least a few months...they will be sorry.
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The Biopolitical War on Breathing
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ) Fact Checked

While it’s normal, even healthy, to fear a pandemic, the fearmongering that’s occurred

during the COVID pandemic has facilitated manipulation of the public and is putting

freedom and civil liberties at risk

*

Author Laura Dodsworth describes the current state of affairs as a “political war on

breathing,” such that if you have COVID-19, you become the “enemy,” your breath

becoming your weapon

*

The moralization of COVID-19 mitigation measures has become so entrenched in

society that the researchers believe they’ve reached the level of a sacred value

*

Now, each of us is a potential enemy, depending on whether or not our actions are deemed acceptable on the scale of COVID morality*
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May I ask what state is?
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I'm sorry you're going through this with a medical professional who took an oath to do no harm.  I'm sure the stress of dealing

with this sort of thing can make any medical condition worse.  I'm wishing you wellness.
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The "pip popping" is entirely intentional as part of the psychology of manipulation is to confuse the subject.
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Apparently I am now a terrorist.   I think I'll keep my healthy blood( no more donations) and organic garden to myself.
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Yes, all the manipulations of the media, the regulatory bodies of "health" and governments is to get what they want from others

by implementing all kinds of strategies. Emotional manipulation is an art that involves not only hiding bad intentions or

aggressive behaviors, but also the ability to identify the emotional vulnerabilities of the other, and then implement the best

strategies in order to manage it.

Some of the most common are the following: 1) Making the other doubt in order to eliminate their criteria and follow their

guidelines, is the hypnotism of minds and the destruction of personal criteria that we are witnessing with the false Covid

pandemic. 2) Undervaluing others with criticisms that are lacking in rigor and based on a science of interests, 3) Ignoring the

demands of true science, putting up barriers to communicating the truth. as unfortunately is happening with Dr. Mercola and

other independent scientists and journalists.

In this way, manipulative people falsify the facts to get confusion and create misunderstandings with others. In this objective,

they are quite adept at staying out of the discussions that they themselves have fostered. It is the tyranny of power in the context

of biopolitics that has entered the scene with the domination of minds and the application of fascist measures, whose most

disturbing factor constitutes the intertwining of politics and biological life is the change of democratic procedures. ordinary to

emergency provisions to standardize the political procedures of democratic states to those of authoritarian states where

freedoms are repressed.
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

F_THENWO   And, those who don't have their facts straight will always be subject to manipulation. I have had doctors try those

maneuvers (scare tactics, intimidation, guilt) and I always end up \ring them. In fact, a year ago during a phone call, I had a

doctor who used every tactic and when I eventually laughed at her ridiculousness, she hung up on me.  So much for her . . .

"You're \red!"
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

bowgirl  Me too.
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"bowgirl", "  I think I'll keep my healthy blood ( no more donations) and ..."  Don't ignore the bene\ts of healthy  blood viscosity

from WHOLE blood donations.   www.health.com/mind-body/4-unexpected-bene\ts-of-donating-blood
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Polo58
Joined On 8/17/2021 6:24:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Any argument that resorts to emotional blackmail to gain control is corrupt and weak. C19 is a phantom of fear, there is no valid test! So

all data must be corrupt and a complete waste of time.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why is Australia in such turmoil right now? Without the masks, the lockdowns, the sanitizing and the social distancing to distract us, we

would have quickly discovered the cures for COVID. There are lots of them. We've had plenty of time to \nd them. Cures for COVID are

locked down too. There are lots of cures for COVID. All locked down. Those who know are masked, their speach is sanitized, their ears

are constantly distracted from "the facts" with "the news" from the "fact checkers". They are forbidden from speaking, much less

speaking truths.

We know how to cure COVID. The best cure for the infection is health, not vaccines. The best way to improve initial odds is to improve

health with Vitamin D, zinc, hydration (water) and other healthy actions. The best immunization is to be exposed mildly when we are

very healthy. If there is danger that the infection will progress to a more serious status, we can identify most of those people early and

add a strong attack with well known and well studied COVID antivirals. And if the patient begins to experience ARDS, the dreaded

(stigmatized) "Trump bleach" is a powerful tool.

Lockdowns are the new famous four "See no cures, hear no cures, speak no cures, do no cures" of COVID and we are just the monkey.

But Australia is in a dangerous position. Because of the low frequency of infections and deaths, the tension and the distraction must be

raised higher. Without the lockdowns, they might be distracted and \nd time to cure. To your health, Tracy
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Keythong
Joined On 3/2/2021 12:07:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We don't need useless and harmful fake medicine drugs like "vaccines", which look damned like deliberate bio-weapons; yes, I

mean _all_ "vaccines"! Germ Theory looks damned like propaganda for coercion, extortion, assault, and murder, for lucrative

sales of needless medical procedures and synthetic pharmakia (aka drugs, an ancient word for demons). It is nonsense to call

something medicine if it does not seek to minimise harm and cure disease, rather than merely allegedly suppress its symptoms.

There is no adequate proof that viruses ever existed, prion-like containers of rogue RNA or DNA. Regulatory agencies, like the US

FDA, are frankly evil for overreaching regulation of natural substances to protect patented synthetic drug sales and other harmful

fake medical procedures.

Terrain Theory makes a lot more sense. It makes no sense for a symbiotic organism to hurt or kill their host, while the host is

healthy. So-called bad bacteria are probably normally OK bacteria, which became stressed by their terrain, so were forced to

switch to inferior metabolism and start producing toxic waste products, e.g. Botulism. If we eat well and avoid toxins, we should

not fear disease, even alleged genetic diseases. A well-fed body will probably be better able to tolerate and \ght parasites too.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Keything: yes. Terrain cures are cures brought about by healthy actions, not by drugs, so medically, "they don't count." That's why

"there is no cure for the common cold, (inpuenza, measles, or COVID)" even though almost every case is cured by natural

healthiness or by healthing the terrain.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Your police are such thugs. My condolences. But they would be far less powerful without the snitches. If you wonder who may

need to be avoided in organizing events follow the suspect on SM like Facebook. The women can seldom keep from virtue

signalling on the platform.
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cybersoul
Joined On 5/8/2021 7:32:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Get the TRUE FACTS - https://www.nojabforme.info  ... THE BATTLE FOR HUMANITY www.option3.co.uk/the-battle-for-humanity  ~

COVID-19 INJECTION www.option3.co.uk/covid-19-injection  ~ THE BIOLOGICAL CONTROL CIRCUIT

www.option3.co.uk/ibm-the-bill-gates-syndicate-and-eugenics-the-biolog..
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no1minerva
Joined On 5/20/2015 1:12:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

bowgirl and catryna - me as well! Jane U.K
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The wouldbe gods always hate & demonize the true.  God is \nished playing games with the presumptuous denying truth, choosing the

ancient lie, & judgment is at the door.
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Throughout the world, unvaccinated people are facing loss of privileges while being morally shamed and labeled sel\sh"  When a

person knows they are allergic to anything, they try to avoid it and that is true of certain ingredients in an inoculation or any kind of med

and a conscientious doctor would advise the same. For me, certain ingredients in all of the COVID shots would likely cause me to have

heart failure . . . hmmmm . . . isn't that one of the adverse reactions to all those shots?  Uh huh
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Of course, cardiotoxicity can cause heart failure. Many autoimmune diseases cause manifestations in the heart muscle. I had

acute joint rheumatism at age 14 and a "murmur" or mitral involvement of the heart. Luckily I recovered from this cardiovascular

condition.

Rheumatoid arthritis is a common inpammatory disease that affects both women and men. The target organ is the synovial

tissue of the joints, bursae, and tendon sheaths. The most common clinical presentation is symmetric polyarthritis, with a

variable course from acute to chronic. It is associated with common extra-articular manifestations, mainly due to serositis,

nodule formation, or vasculitis. Pericarditis is the most common cardiac involvement, being documented in 50% of patients by

echocardiogram, electrocardiogram, or autopsy.

Zelenko also referred to COVID-19 vaccines as "deadly poison injections." He said vaccines do more harm than good and are not

safe, effective or necessary. He pointed out that forcing anyone to receive experimental injections amounts to genocide. Even a

representative of Moderna admitted that all recipients of the coronavirus vaccine (COVID-19) are "practically" part of a

pharmacological trial. In this link Zelenko describes all the risks very well.

vervetimes.com/might-covid-injections-reduce-lifespan
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os00
Joined On 8/18/2010 3:11:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This professor's win deserves an article.... m.washingtontimes.com/news/2021/aug/17/george-mason-law-prof-granted-v..
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Divide, distract, confuse/rinse-repeat in an endless loop, but never abandon the premise/the BIG lie....That's how to train a dog and

crush its spirit... Capt. Randall - Aug 25 - The ego as the illusory seat of separateness, of fear/anger, sel\shness/greed, lies/deception

and crippling death-consciousness can also be responsible for physical disease via autonomic (nervous system)

entanglement...Dominant sympathetic chain activation into \ght/pight mode prevents healing while parasympathetic "happiness"

promotes it, even leading to placebo "miracles." Maybe the ego can be controlled, but at least can be recognized as the above

symptoms appear? Maybe this is where enlightenment happens; a sense of oneness, a higher state of consciousness and

unconditional love? Maybe covid19 media terrorism is the bigger half of the pandemic? Egoic fear is a physical ailment, but also results

in the loss of rational intelligence and judgement leading to control by those wielding it.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Randall, all ills are cured, including fear and ego, with a good dose of happiness. Seek the truth and not be oppressed by the

misinformation of the media that is dominated by the capital of corrupt billionaires. The truth is that the ingredients of happiness

are available to everyone because they grow within us. This would be a good recipe for happiness: Ingredients: LOVE. HOPE.

TENDERNESS. LAUGHS. SORRY. FAITH. GENTLENESS. UNDERSTANDING. And large doses of critical thinking.

With these ingredients we will avoid the dominance of the elites, who have never had great lights, but have been ready to make

permanent defects of collective colonization for centuries, to nullify and distort, all claims of rights and freedoms of the great

majorities. They have achieved all of this, especially in recent decades with instruments of collective modeling: the press, radio

and junk television, and especially education and the cultural apparatus distorted by the media and educational networks.

Medical "science" is in this crosshairs. The transhuman man by work and grace of the techno-fascist oligarchy-implantation.

"Human happiness is generally not achieved with big strokes of luck, which can happen a few times, but with little things that

happen every day." - Benjamin Franklin.
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stu9780
Joined On 6/4/2021 8:16:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gee. I suppose the hundreds of other communicable diseases(STD, hepatitisABCDEFG, malaria, TB, HIV, Mrsa, meningococcal

meningitis, community acquired pneumonia, colds, dysenteries, helminthic/parasitic infections, leprosy, etc.) that exist worldwide are

no longer a threat. Universal tolerance of citizens with these diseases does not apply to COVID. When will mandatory vaccines and daily

testing be required for these conditions?
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belizebeth
Joined On 3/19/2016 8:29:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good morning all.  After 5 years of receiving the daily articles every day,  this morning they did NOT arrive.  I went to the website myself

to \nd the articles.  I suspect that many others also did not receive, noting the extremely low number of comments here.  My email

which did not receive the article is a gmail account.  I do have a proton mail account also (on your recommendation),  and have been in

process of switching most to that one.  Thank you Dr. Mercola for hanging in there; you are doing a terri\c job sharing useful

information. I pray for you and that you can continue the good work you do.
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skweiler
Joined On 1/16/2010 10:08:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Same here. I didn't unsubscribe. It is probably something technical. However, it could be malicious. An effective way to \nd out

would be to start a lawsuit.
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therealjones
Joined On 10/8/2010 5:59:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It eventually showed up for me.
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Siriusbe1
Joined On 6/19/2006 6:53:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes all beautifully expressed and my attempt to forward this valuable information to many friends was blocked this morning on yahoo

mail and the reason given was"this is a potential security threat"!Yes free speech is now even more peeting than we thought!Look

forward to living on a prison planet unless enough people have the courage to stop behaving like sheep(with apologies to the innocent

sheep who are probably more intelligent in their naturalness than the gullible and programmed masses of humanity it seems!.)
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anmael
Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not just the sheep ...! Monkeys also copy without arguing. Can we conclude that fear induces regressive behaviors in humans? ...

twitter.com/.../1429891946902867975
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ICONOCLAST
Joined On 9/26/2009 5:27:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Robert Malone can be heard today 2:52 pm EDT www.lifesitenews.com/news/exclusive-covid-vaccine-injured-whistleblowe..
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OnederWoman
Joined On 8/27/2021 1:30:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The ill-us-trious leader of the US just vowed to hunt down those responsible for deaths of US Marines in Kabul. OnederWoman looks at

the crowd with a knowing look that we are being tested . Uh. Duh. The "assailant(s)" was(were) suicide bombers. Uh. Duh.  Point? The

dystopia is an idiocracy.

Like the article points out... The ill-us-trious leaders of dystopias say really dumb things. Then expect us all not to notice that the

dystopia is just dumb. I couldn't stop laughing to read he said he was going to "hunt down" suicide bombers. Duh.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/27/2021 1:39:58 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

robbie2u
Joined On 6/29/2011 11:51:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How to make a mountain out of a molehill when the evidence is not there but reputations are and continue to be all that there ever was.

How do you take back stupid as a public \gure when you realize it was all a big \b that cost trillions.  At least some of us must have

come from monkeys.
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lin2618
Joined On 10/5/2014 8:56:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To FASTRANDY; the majority of the population CAN & DOES understand what's going on. It sounds like YOU gave up.
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StandFastPats
Joined On 1/24/2021 1:32:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This should be required reading/watching for everyone.  Heartbreaking.

m.theepochtimes.com/north-korean-defector-yeonmi-park-on-communist-tyr..
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StandFastPats
Joined On 1/24/2021 1:32:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What's making me tear my hair out, are the number of Sheeple who line up for testing every 5 minutes.  Of course the case numbers are

manipulated, but because of these hypochondriacs  lockdowns and face diaper mesires are reintroduced.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/26/2021 1:54:26 PM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Where I live--a red state and very conservative rural county--we have no such division between vaxxed and non vaxxed. Maybe a third of

us got jabbed. Usually to work or attend school or the elderly who really are at risk. No masks required except at public schools. (Of

course.)  No talk of passes yet. Is it because They know we wouldn't enforce it on each other?  This is one of those "pockets of Trump

supporters" Fauci predicted will explode into Covid deaths come fall. A little nervous about what They will do when we realize most of

the hospitalizations and deaths are among the vaxxed.  For the record I no longer support Trump and see him as part of the problem.

I'm \ghting this war on humanity by the elites through offering jars of quinine and information about American Frontline Doctors at

church and other gatherings. (No one asks who's jabbed or not.)
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txdawners
Joined On 8/26/2021 10:46:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's Mass Psychosis. I think I've "survived" this long because I don't watch ANY national news. I read articles from reliable sources and I

know how to actually understand data. Something, it seems, that many do not understand. We are working on waking people up, one

person at a time because you cannot break through the MASS psychosis!
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jeannew
Joined On 7/14/2006 1:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Emotional abuse by bait and switch.  Worldwide Lord of the Flies.
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Healthbuf
Joined On 11/28/2018 1:55:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

BOMBSHELL UK data destroys entire premise for vaccine push. A groundbreaking preprint paper by the prestigious Oxford University

Clinical Research Group, published Aug. 10 in The Lancet, includes alarming \ndings devastating to the COVID vaccine rollout.  The

study found vaccinated individuals carry 251 times the load of COVID-19 viruses in their nostrils compared to the unvaccinated. Is this

true?? A friend sent this to me and I don't know if it's true or not with all the insane censorship that's going on now
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The muzzle also contains graphene oxide, which is the OS for the mRNA in the injections of genetic manipulation that constitute the

"program." Yes, without the muzzle, most people would have woken up to the scam, but the fear level was properly maintained by those,

who cannot read and/or think for themselves. A LOT of movies have been made available for free in the last 18 months, simply because

someone was wearing a mask in them. This is called predictive programming; it is aimed at conditioning simple people  1. to get used

to being muzzled;   2. to be afraid of those, who are muzzled. (In the last 18 months, a lot of expensive movies have been made

available for free, only because someone is wearing a muzzle or a face cover in them. This is predictive programming, aimed at

conditioning people to become obedient slaves. It seems to have been working.) Antisocial distancing, that is.
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Kabul!...What happens when world loses faith in paper petrodollars?...Much more stress and suffering.
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skweiler
Joined On 1/16/2010 10:08:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Boris Johnson even compared GAVI (formerly the Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunizations), funded by the Bill & Melinda Gates

Foundation to NATO in 2020 and, in so doing, revealed a “seismic paradigm shift in how we perceive our 'enemies.'”" I don't see what the

comparison is here. I think that this was a mistake. For some reason, I didn't get the email this morning. I hadn't unsubscribed. I

appreciate how the origin of the term biopolitics was indicated. I have read a book that used this term "Moral panic : Biopolitics Rising."

It is about political correctness.

Also, I distinctly remember something from the book which is worth repeating here. “In fact, in time-honored Stalinist fashion, in order

to be with us, everyone has to be proactive. It is not enough to pursue and prosecute misdeeds when they occur. That leaves too much

freedom, too much latitude for misdeed. There must be prevention. Stop the deed before it occurs, stop the attitude before it shapes

the deed, stop the expression before its message prepares an attitude, stop the thought before it becomes expressed. Prevention is the

policy of totalitarianism. It is our tragedy that it appeals so much to ill-educated common sense. In the frame of the sex panic, all our

institutions are climbing aboard the prevention bandwagon.” Dr. John Fekete in Moral Panic: Biopolitics Rising p. 330.

The parallels are obvious. Preventing illness isn't that different from preventing violence. At least that is the case when one expands the

word "violence" to mean actions such as raising one's voice. (The only way to prevent THAT is to not speak.) However, the obvious

difference is that violence (i.e. using physical force) is something which is under the control of humans. Disease - except for poisoning

- isn't.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Disease--except for poisoning--isn't." The biggest lie about this has been we can magic a virus away. Nope. Though

asymptomatic spread deserves second place. Pneumonia has always been around--killing people every year. Yet we don't blame

people who catch that contagious disease as killers. As Tom Wood of the Mises Institute describes it: The fact free lockdown

hysteria.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They wanted total chaos... They've got it! The fact that the majority of the population can't see the forest for the trees, is quite

discouraging, alarming and concerning. Mental and Emotional illness is rampant. Many people have lost all sense of reality!
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I heard about a woman who was screaming at someone because she was afraid of infection. He approached her, took her mask

off and hugged her. She burst into tears and her fear of Covid vanished.  Reason can only go so far.
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starss
Joined On 9/19/2006 3:26:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One request to the newsletter editors for the Sources and References section: Could the actual webaddress of each hyperlink be added

between brackets? Because articles are removed after 48 hours I tend to print most of them together with the sources and references,

but it makes it much harder and sometimes impossible to \nd those sources in case I want to visit them. Keep up the good work, don't

let the opposition discourage you, and you're not alone.
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